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It’s time for Heritage Square’s Annual
Motoring Through Time & Heritage Festival

Free family festival at Heritage Square – February 2nd, 10am-3pm

PHOENIX – Its time to motor on down to Heritage Square in downtown Phoenix for the annual Motoring Through Time & Heritage Festival, featuring classic cars, unique local vendors, live music, and yummy food trucks. It’s great fun for the whole family!

More Information:
Festival Title: Motoring Through Time & Heritage Festival
Location: Heritage Square
Hours: Festival hours are 10am-3pm
Date: Saturday, February 2nd
Admission: Festival admission is FREE
Information: heritagesquarePHX.org
Telephone: (602) 262-5070

About Rosson House Museum
The Rosson House Museum is a fully restored 1895 Queen Anne Victorian house museum, interpreting the history of Phoenix and Territorial Arizona. Tours of the house include all living areas and offer visitors a glimpse into the lifestyles of early Phoenix families. Admission to the Rosson House Museum is by guided tour only. All tours last approximately 60 minutes. The maximum number of people per tour is 12. Groups of 8 or more require reservations.

About Heritage Square
Heritage Square is a striking reminder of the city’s vibrant Victorian past. Located on Block 14 of the original townsite of Phoenix, the Square dates back to the late 1800s, and the restored Rosson House Museum is its crowning jewel. Heritage Square is operated in conjunction by the Heritage Square Foundation (a 501c-3 non-profit organization) and the City of Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department, and is owned by the City of Phoenix.

Visit heritagesquarePHX.org for more information. #Motoring #HeritageSquarePHX

Follow us on:
Twitter – https://twitter.com/RossonHouse
Pinterest – https://www.pinterest.com/heritagesquare/